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Timely responses to mitigate natural and manmade disasters—particularly deep well oil spills like the Deep Water Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010—can save lives, prevent property damage and help minimize environmental impact. During oil spill disasters, trained satellite analysts at NOAA/NESDIS process satellite observations and manually integrate data from numerous sources to produce a polygonal map that identifies the locations of possible detected oil on the surface of the ocean. These polygon maps are assimilated into an operational Lagrangian trajectory model driven by wind and ocean current data to forecast the movement of the oil. We demonstrate an automated algorithm to detect and map surface oil distributions from satellite observations. We employ a Self Organizing Map (SOM) machine learning algorithm. A SOM algorithm is a type of an unsupervised neural network that produces a low-dimensional representation of a higher dimensional input space while preserving its topological properties. This low order representation is called a map.

Once the map is created we use social media data from human sensor networks together with other ground observations to determine which cluster represents the oil plume.

We are viewing social media data gathered from Flickr as geophysical, geolocated, time-stamped data. We view Flickr users as remote sensors, and their posted photos as sensor observations. The entire Flickr community is viewed as a human sensor network. Flickr is a website that facilitates its users to share and embed personal photographs and videos and form an online community. Figure 1 shows an example of a Flickr photo of a plastic bottle covered in oil, taken with a camera equipped with a GPS, such as an iPhone or an Android smartphone, will include Latitude, Longitude and accuracy as part of its metadata. Figure 2 shows an example of an API call with an API response containing geolocation and timestamp metadata. Figure 3 shows the map of the affected area with social media data verifying oil observation represented by red dots.

Future Work:

- Automated Detection of Oil Spill Plumes in Satellite Observations

Results:

- Figure 6 is a MODIS image for May 24, 2010 that shows sun-glint reflecting from the oil plume of the Deepwater Horizon disaster. Figure 7 shows the results of processing MODIS data for the same date using SOM algorithm. We can clearly observe that SOM was very successful in picking the regions of oil slick - figure 7 is in very good agreement with figure 5 and 6. We also see how social media data combined with SCAT data on figures 3 and 4 agrees well with the results of SOM in figure 7. We are in the process of developing an approach to programmatically picking the group from SOM that is most likely to represent the oil plume.

The image on figure 5 shows a NESDIS composite analysis of COSMO SKYMED-2, MODIS TERRA, RADARSAT-2 as of May 24, 2010 displaying the polygon that represents anomaly in red.
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The entire Flickr community is viewed as a human sensor network. Flickr is a website that facilitates its users to share and embed personal photographs and videos and form an online community. Figure 1 shows an example of a Flickr photo of a plastic bottle covered in oil.

API Query:

https://api.flickr.com/services/rest/?method=flickr.photos.search&api_key=70920bca63b7452f4ff6a7bdbb7f3f75&tags=oil+spills&bbox=-95.668945%2C+28.07198%2C+-85.825195%2C+31.203405&has_geo=1&extras=geo%2C+path_alias%2+date_taken&max_taken_date=2010-10-20+00%3A00%3A00&min_taken_date=2010-04-20+00%3A00%3A00

API Response:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<query response="1" format="RSS" version="2.0"

<query response="1" format="RSS" version="2.0" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.flickr.com/services/2.0/"

<results count="100" next="http://www.flickr.com/services/rest/?method=flickr.photos.search&api_key=70920bca63b7452f4ff6a7bdbb7f3f75&tags=oil+spills&bbox=-95.668945%2C+28.07198%2C+-85.825195%2C+31.203405&has_geo=1&extras=geo%2C+path_alias%2+date_taken&max_taken_date=2010-10-20+00%3A00%3A00&min_taken_date=2010-04-20+00%3A00%3A00

<total>100</total>

<photo id="6881495970" owner="37281343@N03" secret="x05d6c3b8b5" server="5858" path_alias="TUr2nY4q" title="Sun-Glare Off Oil Plume on SCAT in Gulf of Mexico on May 24, 2010" date_taken="2010-08-04 17:48:24" datetaken="2010-08-04 17:48:24"
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Flickr API allows programmatic automated gathering of images as well as the metadata associated with those images such as date taken, title, description etc. The photos that were